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Bwin365, a prominent online gambling
platform, sought innovative solutions
to tackle several key challenges
related to data tracking and analytics.
 
To address the Integration Challenges,
Bwin365 requires a seamless
integration between their website
analytics tools and Trakaff's
Dashboard, including payment
systems, gaming platforms, and
customer support.

Bwin365 also focused on Conversion
Rate Optimization by leveraging
analytics to understand the customer
journey, refine marketing strategies,
and offer personalised gaming
experiences.

Challenges 
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Bwins 365 stands as a globally
renowned online casino operator,

setting the standard for exciting and
entertaining live dealer experiences. 

With a wide array of offerings
spanning casino classics, chess,

electronics, fishing, lottery, sports, and
more, Bwins 365 invites you to immerse

yourself in a world of thrilling online
entertainment.

www.bwins365.live



Solution
Trakaff's real-time data analytics tools
empowered Bwin365 to gain an edge
in the fast-paced world of online
gambling. 

Furthermore, Trakaff enabled Bwin365
to add multiple landing pages and
customise various domains, enhancing
their marketing campaigns' reach and
effectiveness. This versatility in
creating distinct web pages for
different promotions and seamlessly
managing multiple custom domains
contributed to Bwin365's competitive
edge in the dynamic online gambling
industry.
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Moreover, Trakaff's team management
capabilities streamlined Bwin365's
internal operations, enhancing
efficiency and ensuring seamless
collaboration among team members. 

Trakaff's comprehensive support
extended across various facets of
Bwin365's operations, from data
privacy and marketing to team
management and creative content
development, ultimately contributing
to the platform's success.



Bwin365's strategic partnership with Trakaff
yielded remarkable results across several key
areas, marked by substantial improvements and
quantifiable metrics. In terms of data privacy and
compliance, Bwin365 saw a significant rise in user
trust, with a 75% increase in user registrations
and a noteworthy 20% uptick in active players.
The incorporation of Trakaff's email SMTP
services resulted in a remarkable 50% boost in
user engagement, as measured by email open
rates and click-through rates.

Furthermore, the implementation of advanced
analytics solutions led to a remarkable 35%
increase in conversion rates, clearly indicating
the effectiveness of data-driven decision-making..

Outcome
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Join Trakaff
& Experience the
Potential that your
Network can Reach. 

www.trakaff.com

contact@trakaff.com

+91 8800 450 987

live:kuldeep307373


